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PRINCIPAL’S ROLE IN AN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOM 

 
 
The implementation of the Early Childhood curriculum will be enhanced if school 
administrators: 
 
 Support the provision of quality equipment and resources for an activity-centered 

program; 
 

 Facilitate adjustments to space, and acquisition of materials and equipment for 
children with special needs; 
 

 Recognize that Early Childhood budget needs may differ from other classroom budget 
needs; 
 

 Develop an understanding of the curriculum by reading and reflecting upon this 
handbook and attending in-service and awareness sessions related to Early Childhood, 
as well as by visiting the Early Childhood classrooms on your campus; 
 

 Support professional development related to early childhood education for teachers 
of Prekindergarten and Kindergarten. 
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WHAT DOES HIGH-QUALITY PREKINDERGARTEN LOOK LIKE? 
 

1. Classrooms are busy with conversations, projects, experiments, reading and building 
activities.  Children are not expected to sit quietly for long periods of time. 

 
2. Children are able to make meaningful decisions throughout the day.  They can 

choose from a variety of activities, decide what type of products they want to create, 
engage in important conversations with friends and exercise their curiosity. 

 
3. Children participate in individual, small-group, and large-group activities.  Individual 

needs and abilities are accommodated in all learning activities. 
 

4. Children are given variety in their daily schedule.  Their day should allow for active 
and quiet time, indoor and outdoor time, short activities and longer ones to increase 
attention spans, and careful planning to address all aspects of development for all 
children. 

 
5. Children should have opportunities to learn in well-equipped classrooms that have a 

variety of age-appropriate materials including art, music, science, language, 
mathematics, puzzles, dramatic play and building materials. 

 
6. Language and literacy activities include frequent interactive book reading, expanded 

conversation with adults, opportunities to read and write throughout the day.  They 
have opportunities to learn, listen, follow instructions, respond to teacher questions, 
and initiate problem solving strategies. 

 
7. Children are respected, nurtured, and challenged.  They enjoy close, warm 

relationships with the adult and other children in their classroom.  They frequently 
interact and communicate with peers and adults; they do not spend long periods of 
time waiting, being ignored, or isolated. 

 
8. Children’s natural curiosity is used as a powerful motivator.  Their interest in 

everything in their environment as well as their individual abilities contribute to the 
design of activities and (adaptation of the) curriculum. 

 
9. Children have the opportunity to learn basic school readiness skills.  They learn 

expanded vocabulary, alphabetic principle, phonological awareness; concepts of 
numbers, shapes, measurement and spatial relations; task persistence; early 
scientific thinking; and information about the world and how it works. 

 
10. Children learn in a positive climate and enjoy and look forward to school. 

 
NIEER (National Institute for Early Education Research) 
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EARLY CHILDHOOD QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Memory is laid down by neurons talking to one another.  By age 5, 90 percent 

of a child’s brain pattern is set.  (Joan Shapiro, M.D., Ph.D.) 
 
 

What does developmentally appropriate mean? 
 
A  developmentally  appropriate  program  is  defined  as  one  that  blends  age 
appropriateness and individual appropriateness. It embraces the children’s individual 
differences, encourages active learning, and promotes depth in intellectual thinking and 
understanding (rigorous instruction). 

 
What does developmentally appropriate and rigorous instruction mean? 
 
Developmentally appropriate and rigorous instruction is balanced instruction combining 
meaningful, social engagements with some direct instruction based on students’ 
individual needs.  It is a combination of the Emergent Literacy (Marie Clay) perspective 
and Evidence-Based Reading Research. 
 
What is Evidence-Based Reading Research (EBRR)?  
 
The EBRR perspective uses well-designed correlational studies and tightly controlled, 
quantitative experiments. EBRR has focused on visual and auditory processing aspects of 
literacy (Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2003).  EBRR has identified 
the core knowledge and skills young children must develop to become successful readers: 
 
 Oral language - communication based on speech 
 Phonological awareness - the ability to notice, think about, and work with the 

individual sounds in spoken words 
 Alphabet knowledge - the ability to name and write the 26 alphabet letters and begin 

to understand how words work 
 Print awareness - children understand about the functions, structure, and conventions 

of written language 
 
The State Center for Early Childhood Education, CIRCLE (The Center for Improving the 
Readiness of Children for Learning and Education at the University of Texas Health Science 
Center at Houston) in the publication Effective Early Childhood Programs Turning 
Knowledge into Action states: 

 
“…research-based resources provide a wealth of information on which concepts  and 
skills have the greatest impact on later learning and will create the most enjoyment for 
preschoolers…The broad areas that quality cognitive curriculum should include to 
provide age-appropriate instruction include areas of oral language, phonological 
awareness, print knowledge, and basic mathematical skill preparation.”  
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What does developmentally appropriate form of purposeful instruction look like? 
 
Developmentally appropriate purposeful instruction incorporates a variety of instructional 
approaches such as: 

 Singing/rhyming 

 Shared reading 

 Shared writing 

 Guided play 

 Reading aloud 
 
The teacher models how to do an activity, provides guided practice, and finally presents 
opportunities for independent practice. 
 
What is guided play? 
 
Guided play is play that is structured to directly teach academic skills and concepts. Guided 
play offers a middle ground for teaching and learning between free play and direct 
instruction and thus taps the advantages of both. (Oral Language and Early Literacy in 
Preschool, Roskos, Tabors, Lenhart, 2004.) 
 
What does guided play look like in an ECH Classroom? 
 
Guided play: 

 is planned, logical, sequential, connected to integrated learning experiences. 

 has preset learning objectives which are an extension of curriculum goals. 

 is flexible.  

 promotes symbolic thinking. 
 
Examples of guided play are work stations, music and movement activities, finger plays and 
songs, story time, phonological awareness activities and games, etc. 
 
Why is guided play an important component of an early childhood classroom? 
 
Guided play enables the teacher to guide the children toward new ideas, words, roles and 
skills. Teachers can create contexts to help children make progress in speaking, listening, 
reading and writing.  
 
Guided play: 

 enables children to make sense of their world. 

 develops social and cultural understanding. 

 fosters flexible and divergent thinking. 

 provides opportunities to solve real problems. 

 develops language and literacy.  

 develops concepts in all academic areas. 
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Why is the early childhood classroom noisy? 
 
Learning language takes practice by children. Oral language development has largely been 
neglected in the classroom (Holbrook, 1983). Most of the time, oral language in the 
classroom is used more by teachers than by students. Oral language is indeed an important 
link in the process of children’s learning and thinking development. The teacher must be a 
good and responsive listener to children’s talk. Talking about books, daily happenings, etc. 
not only contributes to children’s vocabularies, but also increases their ability to 
understand stories and explanations and increases their understanding of how things work 
– all skills that will be important in early readiness skills (Burns, Griffin, and Snow, 1999). If 
a child is deprived of enough of these early learning opportunities, his or her brain 
development slows or fails to progress in normal ways. Reasoning, language and problem 
solving skills may be limited permanently because early brain development relies on 
repeated exposure to stimulation. 
 
What is thematic driven instruction? 
 
Thematic instruction consists of interdisciplinary guidelines focused around an idea that is 
interesting and meaningful to the students. Themes offer the opportunity to explore 
important ideas and build new vocabulary that challenges students to seek information 
beyond what they already know. Frog Street Press curriculum includes nine four-week 
themes that are an extensive integration of theme, disciplines, and domains. 
 
Why is teaching thematically important? 
 
In classrooms where successful thematic work is in progress, ownership of learning is in 
the hands and minds of the students (Loughran, 2005). Effective thematic instruction 
presents new information by making connections to existing knowledge rather than 
presenting skills and facts in isolation. When carefully selected and planned, themes 
provide repeated opportunities to develop problem solving skills, oral language, content 
related vocabulary and comprehension. The thematic unit should be evident once the 
classroom door is opened. 
 
Why should Early Childhood classrooms have work stations? 
 
Work stations are purposeful with clear learning goals and deliberately engage students in 
activities that provide independent practice of skills learned previously, while 
incorporating various materials found within the work station. 
 
What organizations support active learning as described in a developmentally 
appropriate curriculum? 
 
The educational organizations to support active learning include National Association for 
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 
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National Science Teachers Association, National Council of Social Studies and the 
International Reading Association. 
 
Does brain research support a developmentally appropriate classroom?  
 
Yes,  it  underscores  a  phenomenon  that  educators  have  long  observed  that 
children who are exposed to a rich and varied education early in life develop a great 
capacity for learning throughout life.  Furthermore real learning, not just rote 
exercise, can have a dramatic influence on the physical structure of the brain 
(BrainConnection.com). 
 
What does assessment look like for PK and Kindergarten? 
 
Assessment for young learners should be continuous, authentic, and individualized while 
finding out where children are in every aspect of their growth, development and 
learning ( McAfee, Leong, & Bodrova 2004).  Authentic assessment is a term used by 
teachers when discussing the best ways to evaluate student progress. 
 
What types of assessments does the Early Childhood Department recommend for 
young learners? 
 
Assessments should include observations, portfolios of children’s work samples, anecdotal 
records, daily records, photographs and any other information that documents a child’s 
growth and/or development over time. “Ongoing assessments enable teachers to 
appreciate children’s unique qualities, to develop appropriate goals, and to plan, 
implement, and evaluate effective curriculum” (NAEYC, 2003). 
 
What is the CPALLS+ Assessment? 
 

Designed specifically for Pre-K, the CPALLS+ Assessment automates one-on-one 
assessment. Children respond to images on the screen and teachers record their answers 
by clicking their mouse, keyboard or iPad.  
 

Reference the link PK Assessment Subtest Calendar to access subtests in literacy and math.  
 

Immediately after testing is complete, teachers can access online results that 
automatically groups students into color coded tiers.  Teachers can instantly see which 
students in their class need to practice a specific skill so they can differentiate instruction 
for small groups. Based on subtest data, specific intervention activities are recommended 
to improve and reinforce learning for each group.  Detailed reports and analysis identifying 
areas of strength or concern are also available for parents. 

 
 
 

https://hisdearlychildhood.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/recommendations-for-boy-administration-2014.pdf
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What are the components of an effective early childhood classroom? 
 
The components of an effective early childhood classroom are as follows: 

 It has an open area for large group activities. 

 Quiet and noisy work stations are separated. 

 Materials are easily accessible for children in work stations.  

 Work stations are arranged so that they are defined by low boundaries, such as 
shelves, tables, etc. 

 Children are busy and involved with rich conversation occurring throughout the 
day. 

 Routines are evident; they help reduce behavior problems and can result in higher 
rates of child engagement (Center on the Social Emotional Foundations for Early 
Learning, 2007). 

 Integrated thematic units are evident. 

 Small group instruction is a result of assessments. 
 

How much of the day should be spent in work stations? 
 
The Early Childhood Department recommends that 2 hours of the instructional day should 
be spent in work stations for Prekindergarten classrooms.  
 
Is recess important or necessary? 
 
Absolutely! Doing arm and leg movements that cross over from one side of the body to the 
other (cross-lateral movements) can have a dramatic effect on learning.  Brain research 
supports the benefits of exercise by increasing the flow of blood and oxygen to the 
brain.   HISD Guidelines state that children should have 30 minutes of recess daily. 
          
Why is movement so important in the classroom? 
 
Eighty five percent of school age children are natural kinesthetic learners (Hannaford, 
2004).  Sensory motor learning is innate in humans.  Eric Jensen says that implicit learning 
(learning through your body) is more powerful then explicit learning (text, facts and basic 
recall). Scartelli reports that music is a mood enhancer. Favorite songs boost endorphins, 
and endorphins boost attention and memory.  
 
Frog Street Press curriculum includes a daily Moving and Learning lesson. As children move 
and sing, they breathe more deeply, delivering more oxygen to the brain. After moving and 
learning, children are ready to attend to the next component of their daily schedule. 
 
Are there TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills) for Prekindergarten? 
 
There are no TEKS for Prekindergarten.  However, TEA has developed the Texas 
Prekindergarten Guidelines to which the HISD PK curriculum documents (planning guides, 
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scope and sequence, VAM, and unit exemplars) are aligned.  These guidelines are available 
on the TEA website, Early Childhood website, Early Childhood Department blog and on 
each planning guide. 
 

Why are concrete, hands-on activities necessary? 
 
Children begin to make generalizations from concrete experiences.   From the first year 
of life, the ability to conceptualize is necessary for understanding. Learning is inextricably 
tied up in action –even simply performing motor skills actually alters brain function. Young 
children learn from the concrete to the abstract, not the reverse (Piaget).  
 
What does the ESL instruction include? 
 
ESL instruction must include listening, speaking, reading and writing in accordance with the 
student’s level of English. Students first develop listening skills, then speaking, then reading, 
and finally writing because there is a natural language learning sequence. Frog Street Press 
curriculum includes daily lessons that address English Language learners’ adaptations of the 
eight intelligences. It also includes a resource book, Strategies for English Language 
Learners, 2010.  
 

ESL Strategies to Remember: 
 
Context Imbedded:  Hands-on activities regardless of grade level 
 
Wait time:  Students may be hesitant to answer but with the probing teacher and/or 
the assistance of peers, a LEP student might respond at a later time. 
 
Grouping: After large group instruction, the teacher may pull a small group of 
students to review and modify the instruction in order for the students to meet the 
objective(s). 
 
Print- Rich Environment: Numerous visuals with labels are needed for LEP students to 
move from their first language to the second language; therefore, there should be 
evidence in the classroom. 
 
Supplemental Material: Some students may have English to native language dictionaries at 
his/her desk or a small hand electronic translator.  The teacher needs to give students 
sufficient wait time before students can put it into context.  
 
Active Learning:  Controlled group interaction - there may be a lot of movement and 
talking among the students. Students have to “do” and “speak” to learn and comprehend. 
 
Oral Language Development: A lot of rhymes and singing are common in ESL 
classrooms, especially in the primary grades. This gives students a chance to learn the 

http://www.tea.state.tx.us/index2.aspx?id=2147495267&menu_id=2147483718
http://www.houstonisd.org/Domain/8053
http://hisdearlychildhood.wordpress.com/
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rhythm, repeat and not feel inhibited to speak aloud. 
 

Skits and Role-Play:  Students learn best from concrete to abstract. The next step is 
application in the comprehensible format, i.e., the objective of the lesson that is now 
meaningful to the students. 
 
Questioning Strategies:   The teacher should check comprehension and retention of 
information through direct questions i.e., Do you understand? Do you have any questions?  
What did I say?  Watch for nonverbal feedback that indicates understanding or 
confusion. Students should feel comfortable asking questions. 
 
Graphic Organizers:  A hands-on problem solving tool used to help see relationships. It 
organizes thoughts to show connections and allows for efficient organization of 
information at a concrete level. 
 
Activating Prior K now l e d g e : Relate new information to known information to make 
personal associations. Use what the student knows, use background knowledge, and make 
analogies. 
 
Total Physical Response:  Students respond with overt physical action to verbal commands 
in a second language. Teacher models action as commands are given and students respond 
with physical action. This strategy helps the teacher evaluate comprehension. Students 
learn grammar and build vocabulary in context. 
 
Demonstration: Technique in which students are shown how to complete a task or are 
shown a process. Illustrates concepts for which words alone are inadequate. Addresses the 
visual learner and breaks the language barrier. 
 
Cooperative Learning:  Working with peers to complete a task, pooling information, 
solving the problem, and getting feedback helps students learn from others. This is an 
effective strategy with students that are reluctant and having difficulty. 
 
 
 

 
In order to be treated fairly and equally, children have to be treated differently. 

 
~ Melvin Konner, Childhood: A Multicultural View 
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PLANNING THE ENVIRONMENT 
 
 

                                         
I’ve yet to see a school where the learning curves of the youngsters are off the chart 
upward while the learning curves of the adults are off the chart downward, or a school 
where the learning curves of the adults were steep upward and those of the students 
were not. Teachers and students go hand in hand as learners – or they don’t go at all. 
 

~ Roland Barth 
 
 
 

PLANNING THE ENVIRONMENT INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING 
FOR A DYNAMIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

 
 
 Arrange a print-rich classroom. 

 

 Decorate the classroom with children’s original work. 

 Environmental print is present and being used. 

 Label items within the classroom (i.e., clock, door, computer, white board, etc.). 

 Display print at children’s eye-level. 

 Start the day off with Morning Message or Daily News. 

 Display:  
o Helper charts 
o Daily Schedule 
o Lunch-count graphs or Attendance Graphs 
o Attendance Sign-in  
o Students’ names (in at least three places around the classroom) 

 Use an interactive Word Wall 
 
 Provide areas for large group instruction, small group instruction and independent 

practice 
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 Create work stations for independent practice 
 

 Well defined work station spaces create spaces that seem to encourage task 
involvement and encourage literacy development. 

 Work stations should be demarcated with furniture, shelving and hanging décor. 
 

 
SAMPLE MAP OF CLASSROOM 

 

 
 

Lakeshore Classroom Designer Tool 

 

 

 

http://www.lakeshorelearning.com/classroom_designer/cd_launch.jsp?popup=yes
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PREKINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT CHECKLIST 

Classroom is orderly and clear of clutter.  
 
 

There are clearly labeled and space defined 
centers/work stations (10+) 

 
 
 

There is a designated space for small group 
instruction. 

 
 
 

The small group space includes materials for 
anecdotal records, a system to track student data, 
small group lesson plans, and instructional 
materials. 

 
 
 

There is a clearly defined space on the floor for a 
whole group instruction area.  Whole group 
instruction is interactive and focused on clearly 
defined learning objectives and lasts no longer than 
15-20 minutes. 

 
 

The calendar is up to date and there is evidence of 
multiple mathematical concepts. Patterning is 
incorporated into the calendar. 

 
 
 

Current student work is displayed. (Work sheets 
are not acceptable.) 
 

 
 
 

Anchor Charts reflecting small/whole group 
lessons are posted in the classroom at student’s eye 
level. 

 
 
 

The theme is evident in the classroom. 
 
 

 
 
 

Books and writing materials are at each work 
station. 
 
 

 
 
 

Word Wall has vocabulary words and the 
student’s names with icons/pictures and is displayed 
at student eye-level and being used daily. 

 
 
 

Tables are incorporated into the work stations. 
 
 

 
 
 

Functional print is evident throughout the 
classroom (daily schedule, management charts, 
rules, helper chart, alphabet chart, etc. 
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SUGGESTED MULTIDISCIPLINARY TIME ALLOCATIONS 
 
Calendar  ………………………………………………………………………………………………….......... 15 minutes 

  Language Arts 

  Science 

  Social Studies 

  Math 

  Social Skills 
Greeting Circle and Morning Message  ……………………………………………………………. 30 minutes 

  Social Skills 

  Literacy Skills 

  Mathematics Skills 

  Science Skills 

  Social Studies Skills 
Moving and Learning  ………………………………………………………………………………………  15 minutes 

  Social Skills 

  Gross Motor Skills 
*Read Aloud  …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 15 minutes 

  Oral Language 

  Concepts of Print 

  Comprehension 
Literacy  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 75 minutes 

  Whole Group 

  Small Group 

  Workstations 
Mathematics  ………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 60 minutes 

  Whole Group 

  Small Group 

  Workstations 
Science or Social Studies  ……………………………………………………………………………..…. 30 minutes  

 Whole Group 

 Small Group 

 Workstations 
ESL Enrichment  …………………………………………………..………………………………………….. 45 minutes 
Lunch  …………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………. 30 minutes 
Rest Time  ………………………………………………………………………..……………………………… 30 minutes 
Recess (Structured Activities) …………………………………………………….…………………… 30 minutes 
 
*Read Alouds should occur at least 3 times each day (for a total of 15 minutes) and can be 
integrated during the whole group for Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, or Social 
Studies.  Be sure to read from various genres (i.e., narrative, expository, poetry). 
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IMPORTANT CURRICULUM FOUND IN WORK STATIONS 
 

 
Work Station 

 

 
Importance 

 
ART Easel and finger painting are excellent for pre-writing; stand up easel 

is important for vision.  The young child learns to use imagination and 
transfer his ideas to paper.  Activities allow large motor skills to 
develop for pre-writing skills. 

DRAMATIC PLAY More language development occurs in the “Home Center” than 
anywhere else in the classroom.  It is through speech that children 
learn to organize their thinking and focus their ideas (Lyle, 1993).  The 
neglect of oral language in the classroom will destroy the foundation 
and severely hinder the development of other aspects of language 
skills. 

LIBRARY/READING Young children love to be read to.  Picture books with repetitive 
phrases and predictable books with few words help to develop 
phonological awareness skills and print awareness; books with 
pictures and no words help build the sequence of reading.  The young 
child learns to listen; has an opportunity to increase vocabulary by 
hearing new words; learns to enjoy books and reading. 

BLOCKS Allows children to meet the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics Standards by using blocks for classification, data 
analysis, probability, geometry, spatial sense, beginning number 
concepts, number operation, and measurement activities.  The young 
child learns about size and shape, weight and balance, height and 
depth, smoothness and roughness.  Blocks expand their expressive 
language as they talk about building and construction. 

SAND AND WATER Young children are learning to count, sort, explore size, shape, length, 
volume through experimentation with blocks, cubes, sand and water, 
etc.  The young child learns which kinds of things float or sink. 

WRITING Young children tend to grasp a writing instrument in a whole fist.  
They use the whole hand to write; printing is usually large.  Never 
have children copy from the board.  Most are at the scribble and/or 
drawing stage of writing. 

SCIENCE Scientific experiments and explorations encourage children to 
problem solve, measure, graph, and make predictions. 

MATH Dutton et al. (1996) points out the environment should include hands-
on manipulatives that stimulate mathematical thinking - such as 
sorting, classifying, and problem solving.  Incorporating mathematics 
into the daily routine of the classroom helps young children to learn 
mathematical concepts through interactions with their environment. 

ABC “A child must be able to distinguish what makes a letter before he can 
attach a sound to it” (Clay, 1991).  There is much to learn about a 
letter: there are 52 symbols, 59 in Spanish; letters have features; 
orientation is important; there is a certain way to form a letter; a 
letter has a name; a letter is connected to a sound; letters are 
consonants or vowels. 
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Yardsticks, 1996 
 

RECOMMENDED WORK STATIONS AND MATERIALS 
 
Work Station – an area of the classroom where students can select meaningful activities to 
process independently.  The following is a list of work stations and materials that should 
be available during work station time.  All work stations should include content related or 
thematic books and other reading materials, as well as paper and writing tools for 
recording. 
 
Library/Reading – big books, big book easel, lap books, trade books, flannel boards and 
characters, pointers, puppets, books in two languages in bilingual classrooms, wide 
selection of book topics (fantasy and factual, stories about people, animals, science, 
different cultures and abilities), soft toys, soft furnishings (area rug, cushions, bean bag 
chairs, etc.) 
 
Art – variety of paper, crayons, nontoxic markers, pencils, paints, play-doh, clay, scissors, 
staplers, hole punchers, tape dispensers, easel, stencils, chalk, stamps, stamp pads, glue 
 
Music – instruments (enough for ½ of the class to use at one time), music CDs or tapes, 
dance props (scarves, rhythm ribbons) 
 
Blocks – wooden and/or foam unit blocks, large hollow blocks, homemade blocks, 
accessories (toy people, animals, vehicles, road sign, etc.), block storage shelf, area rug for 
building 
 
Sand/Water – plastic tubs/tables with lids, materials that can be easily poured (rice, 
lentils, bird seed, cornmeal, etc.), accessories (containers, spoons, funnels, scoops, shovels, 
pots and pans, molds, toy people, animals, trucks, etc.) 
 
Dramatic Play – props for housekeeping theme (dollhouse with accessories, dolls, child-
sized furniture, dress-up clothes for men and women of different ethnicities and careers, 
kitchen utensils); props for different kinds of work (office, construction, farm store, fire 
fighting, transportation); props for fantasy (animals, dinosaurs, storybook characters); 
props for leisure (camping, sports); and props for Frog Street Press related themes 
 
Nature/Science – Collections of natural objects (rocks, insects, shells, etc.); living things to 
care for and observe (plants, gardens, pets, etc.); nature/science books; nature matching 
cards, magnets, magnifying glasses, sink and float materials, cooking activities, rain gauges, 
etc. 
 
Math – manipulatives that help children count, measure, compare quantities, recognize 
shapes, and become familiar with written numbers; small objects to count and create 
patterns; balance scales, number puzzles, magnetic number games such as dominoes or 
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number lotto, parquetry blocks (geometric shapes) 
Writing – variety of paper and stacking trays for storage,  variety of writing tools and 
labeled containers for storage,  alphabet strips and charts, name charts, picture 
dictionaries, simple word books, blank books (white paper folded and stapled), staplers 
and tape, magazine photos, envelopes, magna doodle 
 
Drama – puppets, familiar books, flannel boards with story characters, magnetic boards 
with magnets, Puppet Theater, markers, paper 
 
ABC – letter formation cards, magnetic letters, wikki stix, play-doh, rubber stamp letters, 
ABC posters, puzzles, books, sponge alphabet letters, magna doodle, letter trace cards, link 
letters, variety of paper, pencils, crayons, markers 
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EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR PREKINDERGARTEN 
Adapted from Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites, Dr. Marcia L. Tate 

 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

STRATEGY 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PK CLASSROOM RESEARCH 

Brainstorming 
and Discussion 

 Allow the room arrangement to facilitate or enhance group discussion and 
collaboration (designate whole group area and work stations). 

 Provide time, space, and materials that allow children to work and play 
together in small and large groups. 

 Lead activities that involve children in theme related discussions (books, 
role playing, dramatic play, puppets).  

 Implement greeting circle in the morning and closing circle in the 
afternoon. 

In many classrooms students are discouraged 
from talking with one another at any time, 
but brain research tells us that students learn 
90% of what they say or discuss as they 
complete an activity and 90% of what they 
teach to others. 

Reciprocal 
Teaching 

 Model how to predict, question, clarify, and summarize texts during a 
read-aloud. 

 Facilitate during small group lessons where students can take leadership 
roles or “play the teacher” in guiding the lessons. 

 Use puppets and props to “think-aloud” and interact with the text. 

Drawing and 
Artwork 

 Provide art materials that can be easily adapted for independent 
participation (different sizes of brushes, different colors of paint, markers, 
modeling clay, cotton swabs, straws, etc). 

 Model and have students construct 3-dimensional designs and give them 
opportunities for exploration of the relationship of space and objects as 
well as color, balance, texture, and design (blocks, Legos, math 
manipulatives, etc.). 

 Provide a space in the classroom to display student work and schedule 
time for students to share their work with the class. 

The strategy of drawing and artwork serves 
students well in the real world as they 
become artist, architects, sculptors, and 
engineers but is often discounted in 
classrooms.  (Many students, particularly 
boys, are off-task during class drawing 
superheroes, cars, and people.) Teachers 
should put the visual-spatial intelligence to 
work by allowing students to draw what they 
are learning in class.  The brain also 
remembers what it writes down which is why 
people who make lists have a better chance 
of remembering them. 

Writing  Use words from the Word Wall as a resource for alphabet awareness, 
writing, and spelling (Name Cards, Frog Street Vocabulary Cards). 

 Post Morning Message as a resource for vocabulary development, pre-
reading skills, and writing practice. 
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 Provide a variety of writing materials (note pads, stationery, markers, 
crayons, etc.) at every work station. 

 Do not require students to write on lines as this is not developmentally 
appropriate. 

 Encourage writing in every aspect of learning; provide multiple, authentic 
opportunities to write (journal writing, response to literature, math & 
science journals).   

 Students should reflect and record their learning by writing at each work 
station (Student writing will vary based on their developmental stage of 
writing.  See pages 28-29). 

Field Trips  Prepare students for the learning by introducing the field trip site (e.g., 
showing them pictures, descriptions of the destination) prior to the actual 
visit. 

 Be clear about what the field trip will accomplish; prepare guiding 
questions highlighting what the class should pay attention to on the trip. 

 Debrief the trip and ask students to share their learning when they return 
to the classroom. 

 Note that fieldtrips can take place without leaving the school (e.g., 
cafeteria, library, nature walk, virtual field trip, etc.). 

The brain grows better in the real world than 
in artificial learning environments.  The more 
relevant a teacher can make instruction to 
the world of students, the easier it is for 
them to understand and retain content.  
When students are traveling to places in the 
real world to achieve a content objective, the 
brain remembers the trek.  When they are 
solving a real-world problem or completing a 
real-world interdisciplinary project, the 
learning sticks to the brain.  The strategy of 
work-study or apprenticeships enables 
students to apply what they have learned to 
the context of the real world while learning 
under a professional who has already 
mastered the content. 

Problem-based 
Learning and 
Work Study  

 When teachers come up with real world problems, students want to take 
ownership in solving (Where does school lunch come from? How does a 
broken bone heal? How do we care for dogs? - 
http://www.projectapproach.org/pre-k_to_k.php). 

 Build on exploration and discovery; enable students to interact, question, 
connect, problem solve, communicate, and reflect; this encompasses all 
content areas. 

 Pair PK students with older students to serve as their “mentors” (reading 
buddies) to help them with the project. 

 Create multiple opportunities for students to receive feedback and revise 
their work, collaborate with classmates, and formulate presentations that 
encourage participation. 
 

http://www.projectapproach.org/pre-k_to_k.php
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Graphic 
Organizers 

 Use thinking maps (e.g., bubble maps, tree maps, timelines, story maps, 
circle maps, Frayer Model, etc.) to recall and describe important 
information. 

 Use a Venn diagram to compare and contrast student’s preferences (e.g., 
favorite food, color, book, pets, etc.) or student’s individual 
characteristics. 

 Create anchor charts with students for display to recall information such 
as reminding students about procedures in place and content learned. 

 Complete a KWL chart to establish prior knowledge and a purpose for the 
lesson or theme. 

The saying, “A picture is worth a thousand 
words” is true.  In fact, in this age of 
television, video games, and computers, the 
visual modality is one of the strongest 
modality for most students.  Therefore, 
pictures on the walls that reinforce learning, 
videos, SMART boards, and writing on the 
board all reinforce the learning.  Graphic 
organizers are effective visuals for addressing 
both the left and right hemispheres of the 
brain.  The left hemisphere can read the 
words while the right hemisphere takes in 
the pictures. 

Visuals  Use student names and pictures posted throughout the room as a source 
of letter/name recognition. 

 Provide visual prompts and anchor charts to help students learn classroom 
routines like lining up, hanging backpacks, and sitting on the carpet. 

 Provide visual cues like daily schedule, calendar, and management/work 
station charts to manage the day and make activities more predictable and 
understandable. 

Humor  Encourage wordplay by using nonsense rhymes like “oodley, scoodly, 
boodley noodles” or calling objects/people the wrong names.  (e.g., ready, 
set, NO, ready, set, SLOW, ready, set, GO!) 

 Pretend to be animals and carry out everyday activities in the style of an 
animal. 

 Make a silly picture together. Draw a face where you each take turns 
adding funny features like a blue nose or a mouth where the eyes should 
go. Make a collage together using pictures cut out of magazines. Put a dog 
in bed or give a person a cat's head. 

 Use CDs in the Frog Street kit to encourage music and movement/games 
in the classroom. 

When students are laughing with each other, 
they are not laughing at each other.  
Laughing not only produces T-cells which 
strengthen the immune system and improve 
the quality of one’s health but it puts 
students’ brains in a state for optimal 
learning.  One way to get students laughing is 
to play games.  Students not only learn more 
when playing a game but their participation 
in class and their motivation for learning 
increases. 

Games  Play a circle game where students pass an object (e.g., ball, toy, stuffed 
animal) around to music.  When the music stops, the child holding the 
object will answer a question prompted by the teacher. 

 During outdoor learning, incorporate structured games with the students. 
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 Create indoor and outdoor games that invite mathematical thinking and 
large motor movement like tossing a large die to tell how many steps, 
hops, or squares students can go. 

Manipulatives  Place books and manipulatives that have been read and acted out in work 
stations (e.g., props for the story, puppets) for students to have access to 
during independent play. 

 Give students many opportunities to say the names of letters when 
working with books, charts, letter/word walls, or alphabet manipulatives 
(e.g., magnetic or plastic letters, puzzles, stamps, etc). 

 Provide shapes that children can combine - triangle and a square make a 
house; play-doh and toothpicks to make shapes; a tower made of 
alternating patterns, yellow and red cubes to describe the repeating color 
pattern. 

Many students possess visual-spatial 
intelligence which serves them well in the 
real world of work.  They become architects, 
engineers, artists, and surgeons.  However, 
that same intelligence does not always serve 
them well in school.  When teachers allow 
students to use manipulatives in math, 
conduct experiments in science, and build 
models across the curriculum, understanding 
and retention of content occur.  The strategy 
of technology also enables students to use 
their hands in combination with their brains 
to actively engage with content.  While 
technology is listed as one of the eight 
competencies that every graduating senior 
needs (SCANS, 1991), it is just one of the 20 
strategies and should not be viewed as the 
ultimate way of delivering instruction. 

Technology  Model use of computers and software (Frog Street Interactive Software) 
using basic oral or visual cues. 

 Provide a variety of software packages with audio, video, and graphics to 
enhance learning experiences (e.g., improving vocabulary; increasing 
phonological awareness; creating original works). 

 Use the Smart Board as an interactive work station for students to practice 
previously taught skills (use the Frog Street Interactive Software). 

 Model and discuss when and how to obtain information from websites. 

Movement  Use fingerplays like “The Wheels on the Bus” and “Where is Thumbkin.” 

 Ask students to represent movements of people, animals, and objects 
(e.g., act like a doctor, walk like an elephant, move like a seesaw, etc.) 

 Learn number concepts by clapping hands, stomping feet, counting 
simultaneously. 

 Refer to Moving and Learning section of the HISD Curriculum Planning 
Guides. 

When the body is engaged during learning, 
the information can be put in one of the 
strongest memory systems – procedural or 
muscle memory.  That is why people tend not 
to forget how to drive a car, ride a bike, or 
play the piano, even if they have not done so 
in a while.  Rather than having students sit 
while their teachers do all the work, having 
them up and actively engaged in the content 
not only goes a long way toward ensuring 
that they pass the test but that they will 

Role Play  Brainstorm with students how the dramatic play work station will be used 
for the next theme.  They will determine what it would look like and will 
create a list of materials they need for the work station. 
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 Encourage students to engage in the Dramatic Play work station (e.g., 
library, vet clinic, eye doctor’s office, restaurant, post office, etc.) 

 Give students a chance to play out events that they have observed or 
experienced in real life (e.g., mom cooking a meal, caring for the garden, 
giving the dogs a bath, etc.) 

 Include a variety of materials/tools for the role play to take place (Topic: 
Hygiene; Props: wash cloth, baby bottles, towels, bin and sink, soap, 
shampoo, etc.)  

 Retell stories that have been read during lessons by using different voices 
according to the character. 

remember the information long after the test 
is over. 

Metaphor, 
Analogy and 
Simile 

 Note: These are not explicit skills to teach but a way of explaining 
concepts.  (Focus on oral language; students are not expected to master 
metaphors, analogies, and similes). 

 Share books (Crazy like a Fox, Loreen Leedy: Muddy as a Duck Puddle, 
Laurie Lawroy; Skin Like Milk, Hair of Silk, Brian Cleary) filled with similes 
to give examples of how similes work. 

 Make a comparison of two objects or pictures (e.g., picture of a boiling pot 
of water to a picture of a volcano). 

 Play the matching simile game where the teacher calls out the prompt 
(e.g., as busy as, as big as, as slow as) and the child that is holding the 
picture card with the answer stands up (elephant, bee, turtle). 

Since the brain thinks in connections, any 
strategy that assists students in connecting 
content together is meaningful to memory.  
Metaphors, analogies, and similes should be 
used to connect concepts that are unfamiliar 
to students to those that are familiar.  For 
example, A main idea is like a text message or 
The brain is like a chain since it has many 
links are two similes that help students 
understand.  Mnemonic devices also assist 
memory since they connect content together 
using acronyms (HOMES, ROY G. BIV) or 
acrostics (My Very Educated Mother Just 
Served Us Nine Pizzas or Please Excuse My 
Dear Aunt Sally). 

Mnemonic 
Devices 
(These examples 
are PK specific) 

 Teach letters and sounds by using a picture mnemonic activity.  Provide 
visual images (e.g., work station activity - paint “s” in the form of a snake 
to associate “s” for the sound heard in “snake” (do this only for letters 
students don’t know) to help students with letter and sound recognition. 

 Use catchy rhymes to remind students how to behave in class (e.g., criss-
cross applesauce; be fair and always share). 

 Create acrostics to help the student remember how to spell his/her name. 
 

Music  Use a song to greet each child in the morning as part of attendance, during 
transitions times such as clean-up, or to enhance games and movement 
activities. 

Over 50% of behavior problems can be 
reduced by creating a classroom environment 
with appropriate music, lighting, color, 
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 Play background music during free play, work station time, or nap time.   

 Use music to teach letters, shapes, numbers or any other concepts in the 
guidelines.  

 Use the CDs in the Frog Street Kit (Welcome Song, Sharing, Dr. Jean 
Songs). 

 Refer to the Moving and Learning section on the HISD Curriculum Planning 
Guides. 

aroma, and seating.  The saying “Music 
soothes the savage beast” is true.  Musical 
performance also appears to strongly 
correlate with improved academic 
achievement, particularly in math and foreign 
language and with a person’s ability to retain 
information. 

Storytelling  Make predictions during read-alouds. 

 Retell stories with props in large groups, small groups, and work stations. 

 Practice reciprocal teaching by teaching students how to predict, question, 
clarify, and summarize texts. 

 Incorporate higher level thinking questions; refer to Bloom’s Taxonomy. 

 Share personal stories to tie into lessons; make it relatable to what 
students know for them to understand the concept better. 

When a speaker, minister, or teacher tells a 
story, everybody listens.  Why?  Stories use 
the auditory modality with the frontal lobes 
of the brain to follow the story’s plot.  After a 
period of intense learning, storytelling 
enables the brain to relax and facilitates the 
retention of newly-acquired material.  Stories 
have a beginning, middle, and an end, 
therefore, the content is connected together 
and this helps the brain remember.  Many 
students have had no practice in visualization 
since the toys they play with (such as video 
games and computers) provide visual aids.  
Therefore, they assume reading is too 
difficult.  Good readers have to visualize the 
action in a story as they read.  Visualization 
enhances learning and retention of 
information. During mental imagery, the 
same sections of the brain’s visual cortex are 
activated than when the eyes are actually 
processing input from the real world. 

Visualization  Provide students with concrete pictures and manipulatives to help 
visualize the story. Use the pictures to retell the story. 

 Encourage students to use words and pictures to illustrate their thinking 
as they listen to the story. 

 Dramatize stories to provide a visual picture of the story; this serves as a 
kinesthetic opportunity to engage all students in the story. 

Research adapted from: Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites, Dr. Marcia L. Tate
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BOOKS TO DEVELOP HIGHER LEVEL THINKING STRATEGIES 
IN THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOM 

 
 
Making Inferences 
Inferring what hasn’t been said is a difficult task for young children but it adds greatly to 
comprehension and provides practice for noticing details. 

 Read Who Is the Beast? by Keith Baker. Ask children to determine the beast’s 
feelings by looking at his face and body. 

 Read Rosie’s Walk by Pat Hutchins. Ask children to determine what is going to 
happen next by looking at the pictures. 

Patterning/Sequencing 

 Read Brown Bear, Brown Bear by Bill Martin, Jr. Ask children to identify the 
pattern in the story. 

 Read The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle. Ask children to identify the 
sequence of the story. Is there more than one? 

Drawing Conclusions 

 Read The True Story of the Three Little Pigs by Jon Scieska. Ask children their 
opinion about who was telling the truth.  

 Read Who’s in the Shed? by Brenda Parks. Can children guess who’s in the shed by 
watching for clues as the story is read? 

Comparing and Contrasting 

 Read two versions of The Mitten, one by Jan Brett, and one by Alvin Tresselt. 
Invite children to compare the stories. 

 Read two stories with similar characters like Princess and the Pea (traditional) and 
The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch. Encourage children to compare the 
personality of the two princesses. 

Analyzing 

 Read Look, Look, Look by Tana Hoban. Invite children to guess the whole by 
looking at the parts. 

Establishing Cause and Effect 

 Read Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s Ears by Verna Aardema. Ask children to 
identify the source of the event.  

 Read If You Give a Mouse a Cookie by Laura Joffe Numeroff. Encourage children to 
identify the cause and effect relationships.  

Predicting 

 Read Who Sank the Boat by Pamela Allen. Stop during the story and ask children 
to predict what will happen next. 

 Read David’s Father by Robert Munsch.  Ask children to describe their image of 
David’s grandmother based on what they know about David’s father and the 
limited view they get of his grandmother. 
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STAGES OF WRITING DEVELOPMENT 
  

These stages represent a way of looking at writing development in children. All stages 
overlap and children progress and reach writing stages at many different ages. The 
development of early writing skills is another aspect of a child's emergent literacy 
development. Regardless of which stage a child is in, writing development can be 
enhanced by providing various writing tools at all work stations.  Children should never 
be discouraged from exploring writing by the means they are able to do, whether it be 
scribbling, letter strings, invented spelling, or conventional spelling. 
 
 

 
Preliterate: Drawing 

 uses drawing to stand for writing 

 believes that drawings/writing is 
communication of a purposeful 
message 

 read their drawings as if they were 
writing them 
 

 

 

 
Preliterate: Scribbling 

 scribbles but intends it as writing 

 scribbling resembles writing 

 holds and uses pencil like an adult 
 

 

 
Early Emergent:  Letter-like forms 

 shapes in writing actually resemble 
letters 

 shapes are not actually letters 

 look like poorly formed letters, but 
are unique creations 
 

 

 

 
Emergent:  Random-letters or letter 
strings 

 uses letter sequences perhaps 
learned from his/her name 

 may write the same letters in many 
ways 

 long strings of letters in random 
order 
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Transitional: Writing via invented 
spelling 

 creates own spelling when 
conventional spelling is not known 

 one letter may represent an entire 
syllable 

 words may overlay 

 may not use proper spacing 

 as writing matures, more words 
are spelled conventionally 

 as writing matures, there might 
only be one or two letters invented 
or omitted 
 

 

 

 
Fluency:  Conventional spelling 

 usually resembles adult writing 

 

 

 
 

Adapted from: Stages of Writing Development 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www2.sedubois.k12.in.us/~jblackgrove/stages_of_writing.htm
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SIX PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ABILITIES 
THAT SUPPORT THE CHILD’S GROWTH IN HANDWRITING 

 

 
ABILITY 

 

 
WORK STATION ACTIVITIES 

 
NOTES 

Small muscle 
development 

Jigsaw puzzles, Legos, Tinker 
Toys, snap beads, playing with 
small motor vehicles, 
miniature gas stations, 
Transformers, dollhouses, 
molding clay, sand, play-doh, 
zipping, buttoning, sewing, 
screwing caps on small jars, 
screwing nuts and bolts, 
typing, tying knots and bows, 
playing a piano, painting, 
coloring, drawing, sketching, 
tearing paper, folding paper, 
cutting paper 

Children need small muscle 
coordination in order to properly 
hold and control a pencil or writing 
tool. 

Eye-Hand 
Coordination 

Constructing with Legos, 
blocks, or popsicle sticks, 
balancing objects such as 
blocks, playing with piano (if 
available), typing, working 
puzzles, stringing beads, 
weaving, sewing, using a 
calculator, playing computer 
games, climbing a ladder, 
jumping rope 

Competence in eye-hand 
coordination is related to small 
muscle development because 
children must have small muscle 
control to accomplish what the eye 
and brain wants to be done.  
Children frequently have difficulty 
with far-to-near copying such as 
from a chalkboard or chart paper.  
Have children copy on paper with 
the same size letters as the model.  
Allow children to first copy directly 
below the model, then copy from a 
model placed nearby. 

Holding Utensils 
or Tools 

A water table with sponges, 
funnels, straws and squeeze 
bottles, a sand table with 
sieves, strainers, containers of 
various sizes and shapes, 
sticks, shovels and pails 

Begin handwriting experiences with 
markers after the child builds 
confidence; move on to crayons and 
eventually pencils can then be 
introduced.  It is important that 
children learn how to hold the 
writing tool properly from the 
beginning, because incorrect habits 
are difficult to break later. 
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SIX PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ABILITIES 

THAT SUPPORT THE CHILD’S GROWTH IN HANDWRITING 
 

 
ABILITY 

 

 
WORK STATION ACTIVITIES 

 
NOTES 

Basic Strokes Drawing, painting, stirring, 
sand play, water play, finger 
painting 

Observe children’s drawings.  Circles 
and straight lines occur naturally.  
Are the circles round and closed?  
Do the straight lines intersect 
properly in such cases as body parts 
attached to bodies, kites to strings, 
etc?  Until these strokes occur 
naturally, the child is not ready for 
formal handwriting instruction. 

Letter 
Perception 

Children need to be able to 
recognize form, notice likeness 
and differences, infer 
movement necessary to the 
production of form and give 
accurate verbal descriptions of 
things they see. 

Use standard form of manuscript 
printing initially to teach children to 
write alphabet letters.  Adult 
modeling of proper letter formation 
cannot be overemphasized.  Have 
children use unlined paper when 
they begin writing.  Children are 
ready for lines when the shape, size, 
space, and slant of their letters have 
a linear and consistent look on a 
paper without lines. 

Orientation to 
Printed 
Language 

Incorporate different writing 
activities such as creating 
books, greeting cards, pictures 
with labels, charts, maps, 
letters to mail, and signs while 
they are still scribbling and 
mock writing. 

Handwriting does not occur in 
isolation but rather should be an 
integral part of the oral and written 
language program.  Children need 
motivation to practice writing. 
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PREKINDERGARTEN ASSESSMENT 

 
CPALLS+ Assessment  
 
The CPALLS+ Assessment is a web-based, one-on-one program that assesses students on 
all early childhood learning domains.  CPALLS+ Assessment includes a Beginning, Middle 
and End-of-the-Year test in English and Spanish.   
 
The CPALLS+ Assessment contains a variety of tasks/activities aligned to the TEA 
Guidelines that provide a formal means of assessing student’s abilities.  Students are 
assessed individually three times during the school year.  The results of these assessments 
are easily interpreted, giving teachers a snapshot of each child’s literacy and mathematics 
development.  Student groups are generated, pinpointing a child’s skills deficits which 
allows the teacher to align appropriate interventions through small group instruction, 
differentiation, and improve instruction across different levels to support the child’s 
progress and growth over time.  
 
 

REPORTING SYSTEMS 
 
Prekindergarten Progression of Skills Reports 
Schools will use updated Progression of Skills Reports (report cards) for skills and concepts 
found in the core content areas of each of the 12-week grading periods.  There are 4 
versions of this document: English/ESL, Bilingual (written in Spanish), Montessori (English), 
and Montessori (Spanish). 
 
Kindergarten Progression of Skills Reports 
Schools will use updated Progression of Skills Reports (report cards) for skills and concepts 
found in the core content areas of each of the 9-week grading periods.   There are 5 
versions of this document: English/ESL, Bilingual (written in Spanish), Bilingual (written in 
English), Montessori (English), and Montessori (Spanish). 
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE ONLINE 

 
Monthly Homework Calendars 
Monthly Homework Calendars are available on the Early Childhood website and the HISD’s 
Early Childhood Blog to extend learning into a child’s home.  Grade appropriate activities 
are listed for each school day in a month for families to do at home with their children.   
 
Developmental Stages 
Developmental Stages are available on the Early Childhood website to explain the 
“developmental stages” used for assessing and recording a child’s academic growth during 
the school year both on GradeSpeed and on the Progression of Skills Reports.  These 
stages (1-Discovery, 2-Exploring, 3-Connecting) are endorsed by the National Association 
for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).   
 
Progress Reports 
Progress Reports are available on the Early Childhood Blog for use at mid-grading cycle.  
These correlate with the Progression of Skills Reports but are a modified version.  They can 
be downloaded in English or Spanish.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://hisdearlychildhood.wordpress.com/
http://hisdearlychildhood.wordpress.com/
http://hisdearlychildhood.wordpress.com/progress-report/
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SAMPLE PARENT LETTER FOR REPORT CARD 
Early Childhood Developmental Stages 

 
The report card for the Prekindergarten students has been revised.  The report card is 
called the Progression of Skills Report and will be sent home at the end of each reporting 
period (12 weeks for Prekindergarten students). 
 
The prekindergarten classes in Houston ISD are implementing Developmental Stages 
endorsed by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) which 
sets standards at the national level for appropriate early childhood practices.  The 
objectives that will be assessed during the year are set forth by the State of Texas and are 
reflected in the HISD curriculum.   
 
While children have their own individual timetables for development, all children go 
through stages.  Stages are an important component of a child’s development because a 
specific set of criteria must be met and mastered at each stage before the child is able to 
move to the next stage of development. 
 
The stages that your child will be assessed on during the school year include: 
 
1 – Discovery – First Steps 
Discovery is a stage in which children develop an awareness of their surroundings and 
exhibit a need for more instruction and interaction with objects, people, events, and 
concepts.  At this stage the child still needs multiple experiences coupled with direct 
instruction from the teacher. 
 
2 – Exploring – Showing Progress 
Exploring is a stage in which children develop an understanding of the components and 
attributes of their surroundings and exhibit a need for more practice with objects, people, 
events and concepts.  At this stage the child understands the concept, but needs 
numerous opportunities to practice the concept. 
 
3 – Connecting – Ready to Apply 
Connecting is a stage in which children bring their own personal meaning to make use of 
their surroundings and link purposeful interaction with objects, people, events and 
concepts.  At this stage the child has had instruction and multiple experiences to practice a 
particular concept and can transfer his/her learning from one area of learning to a new 
area of learning. 
 
We hope you will enjoy working with and watching your child progress through the stages 
of development that will ensure his/her academic success! 
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SAMPLE PARENT LETTER FOR REPORT CARD 
ETAPAS DE DESARROLLO EN LA INFANCIA TEMPRANA 

para el Reporte de Progressión de Aptitudes 
 

El Distrito Escolar Independiente de Houston (Houston Independent School District o HISD) 
enviar a los hogares un nuevo reporte para los estudiantes de jardín de infancia.  El 
reporte para los alumnos de pre-jardín de infancia ha sido revisado.  Esta tarjeta se llama 
Reporte de Progressión  de Aptitudes y será enviada a los hogares al final de cada período 
de (12 semanas par a pre-jardín de infancia). 
Las clases de pre-jardín de HISD son implementadas en Etapas de desarrollo para evaluar y 
mantener un expediente del progreso académico de su hijo durante el año escolar 
actual.  Estas etapas de desarrollo tienen en apoyo de la Asociación nacional para la 
Educación de Niños Jóvenes (National Association for the Education of Young Children o 
NAEYC), una organización  que establece las normas a nivel nacional para las prácticas 
apropiadas en la educación durante la infancia temprana.  Los objetivos que serán 
evaluados durante el año son establecidos por el Estado de Texas y están reflejados en el 
currículo de HISD. 
Cada niño tiene su desarrolla de manera diferente aunque todos pasan por estas 
etapas.  Estas son componentes importantes en el desarrollo del niño porque se deben 
cumplir un grupo específico de criterios en cada etapa antes que el joven pueda pasar a la 
próxima fase. 
 
Las etapas en que su hijo será evaluado durante el año incluyen: 
 
1 – Descubrimiento – Primeros pasos 
Es una etapa en la  que los niños desarrollan el estar consciente de lo que los rodea y 
exhiben la necesidad de obtener más información e interacción con objetos, personas, 
eventos y conceptos.  En esta etapa los niños aún necesitan múltiples experiencias junto a 
la instrucción directa del maestro. 
2 – Exploración – Se demuestra progreso 
Es una etapa en la que los niños desarrollan el entendimiento de los componentes y 
atributos de todo lo que los rodea y exhiben la necesidad de tener más contacto con 
objetos, personas y conceptos.  En esta etapa el niño entiende conceptos pero necesita 
numerosas oportunidades para practicarlos. 
3 – Conexión – Listo a aplicar lo aprendido 
En la etapa en que los niños aplican un significado personal para desenvolverse y para 
tener una interacción directa con objetos, personas, eventos y conceptos.  Ya durante esta 
etapa el niño ha tenido bastante tiempo de instrucción y experiencias para  
Practicar en concepto en particular.  Por lo tanto, puede transferir lo aprendido de un área 
de aprendizaje a otra. 
 
¡Esperamos que disfruten trabajar con su hijo 7 observar su progreso mediante las etapas 
de desarrollo que colaborarán en su éxito académico!  
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HISD ELEMENTARY GUIDELINES 
 
Elementary Grade Placement – VI 

 Prekindergarten classes are offered as a full-day program and will be funded by the 
district based Title funding along with a school-based budget. 

 Enrollment is limited to the number of classes approved for participation under the 
Title I district full-day budget. 

 Transportation is not offered to Prekindergarten programs. 

 Preference is given to siblings and zoned students. 

 To qualify for the Prekindergarten program the following criteria must be met: 
o The child must be three or four years old on or before September 1 of the 

school year for which application is made with priority enrollment given to 
elibible 4 year old children. 

o The child must live anywhere in the Houston ISD zone. 
o The child must have up to date immunizations. 
o Be economically disadvantaged with proof of income (see PreK Application 

for the income chart) or 
o Be identified as Limited English Proficient (LEP) or 
o Be homeless or 
o The child of a member of the armed forces of the United States, including 

the state military forces or a reserve component of the armed forces who 
was injured or killed while serving on active duty or  

o The child is or has ever been in conservatorship of the Department of 
Family and Protective Services/Foster Care. 

 
Tuition Based Prekindergarten 

 The TEC 29.153 (a) allows districts to offer tuition-based prekindergarten programs 
to children not eligible for free prekindergarten classes. 

 The tuition rate per student per academic year is approved by the HISD Board 
annually.  Ten payments per year (August – May) are made directly to the school.  
Contact the Early Childhood Department at 713-556-6823 for current tuition rates. 

 
Curriculum – VII 
 

 Prekindergarten is a full-day program in HISD.  In prekindergaten programs, the 
hours of attendance are the same as for the other students within that particular 
school. 

 The state has published Prekindergarten Guidelines that form the basis for the 
district’s prekindergarten curriculum documents.  The HISD curriculum will be used 
as the basis for planning instruction. 

 Prekindergarten daily schedules should include 30-45 minutes for quiet or rest time 
and 30 minutes of outdoor activities, weather permitted. 

 Upon enrollment in Prekindergarten, a child must attend school regularly and will 
be subject to school attendance and regulations. 
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BILINGUAL/ESL PROGRAM GUIDELINES, SECTION VIII 
 

 PREKINDERGARTEN - In bilingual classrooms, instruction in Language Arts, 
Mathematics, and other content areas must be provided in the student’s native 
language.  English must be used daily as a language of instruction for no less than 
75 minutes, including enrichment subjects.  The 75 minutes should be comprised of 
30 minutes of English instruction reinforcing concepts using the PK adoption.  The 
remaining 45 minutes of English development can be attained through ancillary 
subjects (Art, Music, PE, Library, etc.) 

 KINDERGARTEN – In bilingual classrooms , instruction in Language Arts, 
Mathematics, and other content areas must be provided in the student’s native 
language.  English must be used daily as a language of instruction for no less than 
90 minutes through Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing as aligned in the 
English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS).  There is 45 minutes of English 
instruction focusing on Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing components of 
ESL using ESL strategies and the ESL textbook adoption.  This includes 45 minutes 
of English language development through ancillary subjects (Art, Music, PE, Library, 
etc.) 

 In ESL classes, all subjects must be taught in English using second language teaching 
strategies. 

 Rapid growth in the number of LEP students who speak Vietnamese, Chinese, 
Arabic, Urdu, Nepali, and Swahili in the elementary grades now requires HISD to 
begin offering bilingual program for these populations. 

 As these bilingual programs are established, ESL programs can be offered as 
alternative language support programs. 

 Offering any program other than that required by the state law should be 
considered temporary and must adhere to the requirements under rules for 
exceptions.  

 Each elementary school must offer one of the following bilingual models: 
o Transitional Bilingual Program – TBP 
o Two-Way Bilingual Immersion Program – TWBIP 

  All bilingual programs must address the following needs of students: 
 
Affective – LEP students shall be provided instruction in their home language to 
introduce basic concepts of the school environment, and instruction both in their 
home language and English which instills confidence, self-assurance, and a positive 
identity with their cultural heritage.  The program shall address the history and 
cultural heritage associated with both the student’s home language and English. 
Linguistic – LEP students shall be provided instruction in the skills of 
comprehension, speaking, reading, and composition both in their home language 
and English.  The instruction in both language shall be structured to ensure that the 
students master the required essential knowledge and skill and higher order 
thinking skills in all subjects. 
Cognitive – LEP students shall be provided instruction in Mathematics, Science, 
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Social Studies and Health in both their home language and in English.  The content 
area instruction in both languages shall be structured to ensure that the students 
master the requried essential knowledge and skills and the higher order thinking 
skills in all subjects. 

  

 In PK-2, although Spanish is the target language of instruction for all core subjects, 
there is a separate time for daily ESL instruction that must include listening, 
speaking, reading and writing in accordance with the student’s level of English.  In 
addition, beginning in the first grade, the content area of Science is taught daily 
using ESL methodologies.  Students first develop listening skills, then speaking, 
then reading and finally  writing because there is a natural language learning 
sequence. 

 

ESL PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY GRADES 
 

 The ESL program is an instruction model which is implemented for LEP speakers of 
other languages (SOL) such as Cambodian, Japanese, Russian, etc.  Intensive 
instruction is designed to develop proficiency in comprehension, speaking, reading, 
and writing in the English language using ESL methodologies in Langugage Arts and 
content subjects. 

 The LPAC committee shall determine the student’s level of English proficiency as 
Preliterate, Beginning, Intermediate or Advanced. 

 All students in ESL instructional levels, Preliterate and Beginning shall receive oral 
language development through the use of developmentally and linguistically 
appropriate materials.  All ESL lessons should reflect the modalities of listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing. 

 Lesson plans should reflect the ESL methodologies for instruction and use of ESL 
objectives appropriate to the student’s level of English. 
 

LANGUAGE USE AND TIME ALLOCATION FOR BILINGUAL PK AND 
KINDERGARTEN CLASSES 

 
HISD schools are required, under 19 TAC Chapter 89, to offer bilingual education programs 
for students whose home language is Spanish and who are identified as limited English 
proficient (LEP) by their campus LPAC committee.  Following is a description of the 
district’s language use and allocation requirements for bilingual PK.  Additional 
information can be found in the district’s Bilingual/ESL Program Guidelines, Section III, 
Chapter 2, 3, and 4. 
 
BILINGUAL:  In bilingual PK and K classes, instruction in Reading, Language Arts, Math, and 
other content areas must be provided in the student’s primary language.  The amount of 
time spent on these subjects shall be the same as specified for regular students.  In 
addition, English must be used daily as the language of instruction. 
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Following is a chart that pictorially represents the language use/allocation requirements 
for Prekindergarten: 
 

Student 
Choice* 

Spanish  ESL/English Subject 

15   Breakfast 

 30  Greeting Circle  
(pledge/calendar/weather/morning message) 

  15 Moving and Learning 
(music/movement/ESL) 

 90  Integrated Literacy/Workstations 

 75  Math, Science, and Social Studies Learning Centers 

 45 15 Integrated Content Connection/ESL 

  45 English Ancillary/Enrichment 

30   Lunch 

30   Rest Time 

 15  Closing Circle/Reflections 

30   Recess 

 
Following is a chart that pictorially represents the language use/allocation requirements 
for Kindergarten: 
 

Student 
Choice* 

Spanish  ESL/English Subject 

 15  Breakfast 
Science Journal Connection 

 90  Spanish Reading 
Spanish Social Studies 

15   Restroom 

 60  Spanish Language Arts 

 75  Spanish Math 

30   Lunch 

  45 English Ancillary/Enrichment 

15   Restroom 

15   Recess 

 45  Spanish Science 

  45 ESL/ELA  
English Reading 
English Language Arts 

 
* If there is no separate ancillary teacher for these subjects, then subjects shall be 
incorporated into the other ESL/English instruction. 
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GRADING AND PROMOTION REQUIREMENT – XIII 
 
Prekindergarten and Kindergarten Data Collection (GradeSpeed) 

 Documentation of student progress is based upon sequentially recorded 
developmental stages of performance observation. 

 Criteria for evaluating student achievement in all subjects including social 
development (conduct) will be 1 – Discovery – first steps; 2 – Exploring – showing 
progress; 3 – Connecting – ready to apply. 

 
Prekindergarten and Kindergarten Progression of Skills Report 

 The Progression of Skills Report (report card) is used to report a student’s progress 
to parents at 12-week intervals for Prekindergarten and 9-week intervals for 
Kindergarten.  This document reflects each student’s growth over time in Language 
Arts/Reading, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Social Development, Health, 
Physical Development and Fine Arts 

 The reporting scale for the Progression of Skills Report is based on performance 
observations, checklists, student products, and anecdotal records, as well as formal 
and informal assessments. 

 Standards for the Progression of Skills Report are aligned with the TEA curriculum 
documents. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 

Algebraic Thinking Algebraic concepts provide young children with the 
foundation they need to acquire and understand more 
complex academic concepts in their school years.  The NCTM 
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) states that 
developing algebraic thinking skills in the early years is 
imperative to later success in mathematics and problem 
solving.  Such concepts include: 

  

 Patterns – Allowing children to work with various repeating 
series invites them to identify relationships and form 
generalizations.  Look for pattern building on the calendar, in 
the math, science, and art work stations. 

 

 Mathematical Situations and Structures – Understanding 
equalities and balance will help children to more readily 
solve for unknown variables in their school years.  Look for 
comparing quantities and making quantities of objects equal 
at the sand and water tables, and use of balance scales in the 
math and science workstations. 

 

 Models of Quantitative Relationships – Teaching 
quantitative relationships through every day classroom 
experiences will allow children to learn to represent and 
verbalize the different ways to compose certain quantities.  
Look for models of quantitative relationships as the teacher 
uses real-life modeling of various ways to compose a given 
quantity (e.g., 2 girls plus 3 boys equals 5 children; 3 girls 
plus 2 boys also equals 5 children). 

 

 Qualitative and Quantitative Change – Understanding that 
most things change over time, that changes can be described 
mathematically and that changes are predictable.  Look for 
qualitative and quantitative changes in the math and science 
work stations as students measure and record the growth of 
a plant, fish, etc. over time. 

 
Alphabet Knowledge The ability to name and write all of the letters of the 

alphabet in Kindergarten.  By the end of Prekindergarten the 
children should be able to identify 20 or more printed 
alphabet letters and notice beginning letters in familiar 
words. 
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Concepts Ideas, events, objects or phenomena that are seen to have 
certain properties or attributes.  A concept can be named, 
defined, described and exemplified. 

 
ECH Early Childhood - The designation for grades 

prekindergarten. 
 
Early Childhood  713 556-6823 
Department 4400 W. 18th St., Houston, TX 77092 
 
Environmental Print The print children see at home or in the community, 

including print on food containers and other kinds of product 
boxes, store signs, road sign, and advertisements.  
Environmental print can be displayed on charts, bulletin 
boards, and as class made books in the classroom library.  
Reading environmental print is an early form of making 
meaning of symbols. 

 
Flexible Grouping Grouping strategy in which students move in and out of 

groups based on certain criteria (i.e. if students need to be in 
a group that is working on a particular skill, they will stay in 
that group until they have mastered that skill, then move on 
to join another group). 

Frog Street Press Frog Street Press is the district’s adopted curriculum 

resource for Prekindergarten that aligns to the 
Prekindergarten Guidelines issued by the state of Texas. The 
program features comprehensive and integrated instruction 

in all domains, a daily routine that develops key social skills 
and emotional control and utilizes research-based principles 

of learning as the cornerstone of instruction. 

Functional Print Print that helps to order the daily routine, allow children to 
use print in a meaningful way, and provide examples of print 
around the classroom.  Children’s pictures should be 
incorporated when possible.  Examples of functional print 
include: 

 Class Rules – helps children understand expectations about 
classroom rules, activities, and directions. 

 Helpers Chart – helps promote social competence by 
providing opportunities for children to help with classroom 
tasks. 
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 Attendance Chart – helps promote independence and 
responsibility as children sign in or in some way denote that 
they are at school. 

 Daily Schedule –a visual plan of what the children’s routine 
will be on any given day 

 Work Station Management Chart – this chart includes the 
name of the work station, an icon representing it, and the 
students’ names and pictures. 

 Calendar – as the teacher helps the children build the 
monthly calendar, many math skills are presented and 
practiced (e.g., patterning, counting, days of the week, etc.) 

 Letter Wall or Word Wall – The word wall is a list of sight 
words that children are encouraged to learn throughout the 
year in order to prepare them for reading.  These sight words 
are words that appear with great frequency in children’s 
literature.  The words are introduced very slowly at the 
beginning of the year.  Start with the children’s names and 
gradually introduce words (i.e., and, a, the) that appear in 
the Morning Message and poems.  Later in the year sight 
words and word families (-at words, -an words, etc.) are 
introduced more frequently.  Many children have learned to 
identify the letters before they are formally taught because 
of these activities.  The activities are all presented in a fun 
way.  The emphasis is on building the students’ confidence 
that they will be able to read because they are already 
reading! 

 
NAEYC National Association for the Education of Young Children 
 
Phonological Awareness  An understanding of how individual sounds of spoken 

language are combined, manipulated, and segmented in 
speech.  Categories of phonological awareness are: 

   Listening -  Identifying and sequencing sounds, following 
directions 

 Rhyming – Identifying and producing rhyming words 

 Alliteration – Identifying words with the same beginning 
sound 

 Sentence Segmenting – Identifying the number of words 
spoken in a sentence 

 Syllable Segmenting – Identifying the number of parts 
(syllables) heard in a word 
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 Onset and Rime – Identifying and blending the onset (all of 
the letters in a word before the first vowel) and the rime (the 
vowel and all letters after the vowel in a word) 
 

 Phoneme Segmentation, Blending and Manipulation – 
Separating, blending and changing the sounds in the spoken 
word 

 
Prekindergarten District-wide literacy and numeracy assessments that are 
Assessment aligned with the Prekindergarten Guidelines.  These 

assessments are to be administered to students individually 
at the beginning, middle, and end of the school year. 

 
Prekindergarten These state guidelines are based on knowledge of theory 
Guidelines and research about how children develop and learn.  They 

reflect the growing consensus among early childhood 
professional organizations that a greater emphasis be placed 
on young children’s conceptual learning, acquisition of basic 
skills, and participation in meaningful and relevant learning 
experiences.  The guidelines also delineate the content that 
children are to learn and what they should be able to 
achieve.  They also provide a means to align the PK programs 
with the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS). 

 
Print  Awareness Children’s understanding about the functions (practical 

uses), structure (printed words are separated by spaces), and 
conventions (left-to-right, top-to-bottom sequence) of 
written language. 

 
Process Skills Processes, habits of mind, and strategies students use to 

apply content specific skills and knowledge.  Process skills in 
the disciplines include: 

 Mathematics – Problem Solving, Communication, and Logical 
Reasoning 

 Science – Safety, Inquiry, Critical Thinking 

 Social Studies – Critical Thinking, Communication, Problem 
Solving and Decision Making 

 Use of communication tools, technology, problem solving, 
placing math in real-world situations to help students learn 
to process mathematics in a variety of representatives. 
 

Shared Reading A classroom strategy in which a teacher reads a Big Book 
with enlarged print and encourages the children to read 
along on parts that they can remember or predict.  Shared 
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reading models the reading process and draws children’s 
attention to print concepts and letter knowledge. 

 
Shared Writing An integrated instructional strategy that allows the teacher 

to model the writing process as students observe or 
participate and respond.  As the teacher thinks aloud about 
what he or she is writing and how to spell the words, the 
children witness the way letters, sounds and words are 
linked to express ideas in written form.  The teacher 
demonstrates the conventions of print such as directionality, 
spacing, capitalization, and punctuation.  Examples of shared 
writing are: 

 Daily News/Morning Message – students dictate two or 
three sentences about something of interest; the teacher 
writes the sentences on chart paper or the teacher thinks 
aloud as they model writing a sentence for the students.  The 
skills embedded in the Morning Message provide an 
intentional sequence of instruction in phonological 
awareness, written expression, print awareness, and 
alphabet knowledge. 

 Language Experience Charts – The class develops and 
dictates a short narrative about an experience in the 
classroom. 

 Anchor Charts – teachers and students create a chart to 
make thinking visible by recording the content during the 
learning process.  The chart contains only the most relevant 
and important information and reflects current learning. The 
chart is posted in the classroom for students to reference 
when working independently and in small group (e.g., 
labeling the parts of a plant). 
 

Social/Emotional Learning engages the entire person, the cognitive, the 
affective and the psychomotor domains.  Brain scientists say 
that emotions are a key part of the logic and reasoning 
processes; optimum learning experiences come from positive 
experiences.  Threats and negative emotions inhibit cognitive 
processing.  High levels of cortisol (hormone caused by 
stress) destroy neurological connections.  Prolong cortisol 
affects the structure and capacity of the brain. 

 
 Relationships also influence brain wiring.  Casual risk factors 

for early school problems can be described as factors that 
reveal compromised relationship skills:  difficulties 
establishing and maintaining relationships with important 
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early caregivers and peers.  Children who “act out” 
antisocially participate less in classroom activities, receive 
less instruction and less positive feedback from teachers, do 
more poorly on academic tasks and are at great risk for 
delinquency and dropping out.  (Raver and Knitzer, National 
Center for Children in Poverty, 2002) 

 
 The appropriate development of emotional security and age-

appropriate social skills are certainly helpful in supporting 
children’s relationship skills and also greatly facilitate 
children’s ability to participate more fully and successfully in 
learning experiences.  Successful experiences lay the ground 
work for more positive attitudes toward educational skills 
that influence children’s social and academic behavior as 
they progress to higher levels of education.  Coping skills 
enable children to overcome challenging tasks in any domain 
and represent an important step in social and emotional 
development.  It is important to remember that as children’s 
social skills increase, their opportunities to build language 
and cognitive skills through interactions with others are 
greatly enhanced. 

 
 Laughter increases white blood cell activity and changes the 

chemical balance of the blood.  This is believed to boost the 
body’s production of chemicals needed for alertness and 
memory.  Laughter reduces stress and low stress enhances 
the brain’s receptivity to learning.  Remember that learning 
can be fun and laughter has multiple benefits when 
incorporated into the daily educational plan. 

 
Vertical Alignment Matrix The Vertical Alignment Matrix (VAM) provides a 

developmental map of HISD’s curriculum PK-12.  These 
documents, available by content area grade spans, delineate 
the responsibility of instruction and support the district’s 
college-bound culture by outlining accountability for student 
learning by grade level.  The VAM provides teachers, parents, 
board members, the business community, and all other 
stakeholders a general idea of the flow of HISD’s curriculum 
PK -12.   

 
Week of the Young Child  A week-long national event celebrating Early Childhood 

Educators and their young students.  The event is always 
held in the early spring. 
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EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
Early Childhood Department 

 
A World of Difference – Readings on “Teaching Young Children in a Diverse Society, Carol 
Copple 
 
Access for All – Closing the Book Gap for Children in Early Education, Susan B. Neuman, 
Donna C. Celano, Albert N. Greco, and Pamela Shue 
 
The Art of Teaching Reading, Lucy McCormick Calkins 
 
The Art of Teaching Writing, Lucy McCormick Calkins 
 
Becoming a Nation of Readers:  The Report of the Commission on Reading, prepared by 
Richard C. Anderson, Elfrieda H. Hiebert, Judith A. Scott, Ian A. G. Wilkerson 
 
Becoming Literate – The Construction of Inner Control, Marie M. Clay 
 
Beginning To Read:  Thinking and Learning about Print, Marilyn Jager Adams 
 
Children Achieving – Best Practices in Early Literacy, Susan B. Neuman and Kathleen A. 
Roskos 
 
Dancing with the Pen – The Learner as a Writer, Ministry of Education 
 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children from 
Birth through Age 8, expanded edition, Sue Bredekamp 
 
Educational Leadership – The First Years of School, Vol. 60, No. 7, April 2003 
 
Facilitating Preschool Literacy, Robin Campbell 
 
Highlight My Strengths – Assessment and Evaluation of Literacy Learning, Leanna Traill 
 
Learning to Read and Write – Developmentally Appropriate Practices for Young Children, 
Susan Neuman, Carol Copple, and Sue Bredekamp 
 
The Literacy Center – Contexts for Reading and Writing, second edition, Lesley Mandel 
Morrow 
 
Mathematics in the Early Years, Juanity V. Copley 
 
Meaningful Differences in the Everyday Experience of Young American Children, Betty Hart 
& Todd R. Risley 
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Much More than the ABCs – The Early Stages of Reading and Writing, Judith A. 
Schickedanz 
 
On Solid Ground – Strategies for Teaching Reading K-3, Sharon Taberski 
 
Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children, Catherine E. Snow, M. Susan Burns, and 
Peg Griffin 
 
Primary Literacy Centers – Making Reading and Writing STICK!, Susan Nations & Melissa 
Alonso 
 
Reaching Potentials:  Transforming Early Childhood Curriculum and Assessment, Volume 2, 
Sue Bredekamp and Teresa Rosegrant 
 
The Read-Aloud Handbook, Jim Trelease 
 
Reading Magic – Why Reading Aloud to Our Children Will Change Their Lives Forever, Mem 
Fox 
 
Schools that Work – Where all Children Read and Write, Richard L. Allington and Patricia 
M. Cunningham 
 
Speech to Print – Language Essentials for Teachers, Louisa Cook Moats 
 
Start Smart!  Building Brain Power in the Early Years, Pam Schiller 
 
Starting Out Right – A Guide to Promoting Children’s Reading Success, M. Susan Burns, Peg 
Griffin, and Catherine E. Snow 
 
Systems for Change in Literacy Education – A Guide to Professional Development, Carol A. 
Lyons, and Gay Su Pinnell 
 
Talking Classrooms – Shaping Children’s Learning through Oral Language Instruction, 
Patricia G. Smith 
 
Teaching with the Brain in Mind, Eric Jensen 
 
Tools of the Mind – The Vygotskian Approach to Early Childhood Education, Elena Bodrova 
and Deborah J. Leong 
 
What are the Other Kids Doing? …While you Teach Small Groups, Donna Marriott 
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I am only one, 
But still I am one. 

I cannot do everything, 
But still I can do something. 

I will not refuse to do the something I can do. 
- Helen Keller 


